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Citizen engagement
Workshop debrief report

PERSONA PROFILE
Creating personas to understand user needs and requirements
are a common tool in Living Labs. There are different types of
personas: validated personas and imaginary personas. In this
workshop, the participants created imaginary personas
together for the purpose of the exercise – to consider the role
of citizens in climate services, and as information providers.
However, in real life, it is important to work with validated
personas, in order to avoid making decisions based on
assumptions. To create a validated persona, data is gathered on
a wide pool of citizens, distilling common characteristics to be
represented in a validated persona profile.

TWO PERSONAS

MIINA, 75 YEARS OLD FEMALE, RETIRED
Health,
culture,
volunteering

Helsingin
sanomat,
metro

Economic
security,
social
responsibilit
y

Internet
Facebook
Mobile phone
(NO
smartphone)

MARJA, 45 YEARS OLD FEMALE,
PHARMACIST
Family,
well-being,
gardening

Helsingin
sanomat

Humane
values, roots
in the
countryside

Social media
- Facebook
- Instagram
Spotify

CLIMATE SERVICES FOR MIINA & MARJA

MIINA, 75 YEARS OLD FEMALE, RETIRED

MARJA, 45 YEARS OLD FEMALE,
PHARMACIST
GARDENING

SOLAR
PANELS

ALERTS:
SENIORS
RAIN: FARMING –
BLIND DRAIN

ALERTS:
HEAT - COLD –
SLIPPERY
CONDITIONS

SOLAR
PANELS

HOME
MAINTENANCE:
RENOVATIONS
PLANNING – STORM
WATER - SHADING

WEATHER
FORECAST:
WINTER TYRES –
HOLIDAYS –
CYCLING – STORM
ALERT

CYCLING: ROUTE
& MAINTENANCE

MIINA

CONCLUSIONS
PERSONAS:
CLIMATE SERVICES FOR CITIZENS
TYPES OF CLIMATE SERVICES NEEDED

MARJA

• Solar panels

• Solar panels

• Farming

• Gardening

• Alerts (for seniors)

• Alerts (for seniors)

• Home maintenance,
renovation
• Cycling
&
maintenance
• Weather
planning

route

forecast:

Solar panels

Costs?
•

Alerts (for seniors)

Warning alerts for:
• Heat, cold, slippery
Viability of solar • Storms – water –
conditions
panels: benefits vs.
trees falling

Information regarding:
•

Farming / Gardening

Where to place them
on the roof / how
many are needed

Information regarding:

• Climate data for
planning the garden
• Planting

CONCLUSIONS

• Blind drains

PERSONAS:

Cycling / route
maintenance

Weather forecast
(planning)

Information
regarding:

Information
regarding:

CLIMATE SERVICES FOR CITIZENS
INFORMATION REQUIRED

Home maintenance
Estimates for:
•

Rain, flooding

•

Future climate –
planning renovations

•

• Weather conditions • Cycling routes
-> route conditions • holiday planning
How
do
new
& planning: route
buildings affect lot:
• Storm / exceptional
stormwater, shading
maintenance,
conditions
etc.
slippery/snowy
roads, exceptional
routes
• Changing tyres

CITIZEN JOURNEY
The citizen journey is based on the “customer/user journey”
methodology: creating a storyline for the actions and reactions
of the citizen throughout the process of needing / using a
climate service. These actions and reactions are then evaluated
in steps called “touchpoints”. In this workshop the participants
created citizen journey maps and discussed the role of the
citizens as information providers along their journey: feeding
information back into the system while using the service can
improve the accuracy and types of services offered.

CITIZEN JOURNEY:
FARMING & GARDENING SCENARIO

CITIZEN JOURNEY:
BUILDING MAINTENANCE SCENARIO

Farming / Gardening
Services:
Social media platform for gardeners: sharing learnings and
pictures with other gardeners
Data:

CONCLUSIONS
CITIZEN JOURNEYS:
CLIMATE SERVICES FOR CITIZENS

Which plants to choose / when to plant / how will climate change in the
future
Sustainable planting / info on weeds etc unwanted plants / storm water
data
Optimized usage of rain water in garden / harvesting optomization
Information on optimized watering of plants

Building maintenance
Services:
Citizen-centered co—design of climate data: construction & roof
materials. Finding right materials, info on UV, weather, rain etc.
for home maintenance

SERVICES PROVIDED &
INFORMATION REQUIRED

Data:

Leaking roof / water damage
Guidance from climateguide.fi

EVALUATION
The workshop has been effective in reaching the set objectives:
interactive market explorations from the citizen point of view
resulted in lists of information & services needed by citizens,
collaborative service development lead to the creation of two
service scenarios and the role of citizens as information
providers was discussed in the context of these. Additionally, a
pro’s and con’s list has been developed based on the feedback
from the workshop.

WORKSHOP METHODOLOGY FEEDBACK

PRO

CON

• The methodology allows for creative
ideas and a relaxed atmosphere, where
stakeholders from different perspectives
and knowledge areas can participate in
the discussion at the same level

• The citizen journey map may be complex
to understand for some – a simpler
template with better explanation could
improve workshop flow & results

• Discussion about the difference between
weather and climate lead to the
realization that from citizen point of
view, the two may sometimes be treated
as almost synonymous
• Highlighting the role of the citizens was
an important reminder in everyday
planning & design of (future) services

• Not all discussions are captured on
templates – ensure a rapporteur to write
down most important topics on record
• Not having citizens / validated personas
present at the workshop leads to
outcomes based on assumptions
• Ensure that enough time is allowed for
discussions at the tables

